Bonneville Elementary
SCC AGENDA
November 27, 2018

1: Review of the District Community Council Training – WHITNEY FOLEY
I gave a recap of the district SCC meeting. It was mostly focused on the new state
standardized test, RISE. Parents wondered if it was going to be timed, but Melissa Ford said
it was still unclear. She also mentioned the upcoming legislative session and she would
provide numbers and contacts to reach with our concerns, thoughts, etc. I offered to
circulate this via email to the SCC and am just waiting for Melissa to provide the info. We
discussed the emergency preparedness efforts that have gone so well. Lisa wondered if
Bonneville would be interested in an actual evacuation drill, and everybody was on board.
This is something to plan for now to execute in as early as spring.

2: Safe Technology and Digital Citizenship Plan – Follow Up – LISA ENDO

3: Review Board Approved Fees and student school clubs – LISA ENDO

4: Student Safety – Winter Months – LISA ENDO
When Deb talked about moving the morning drop off to the back of the school, she also
noted a traffic survey would be in order to procure a crossing light, crossing guard or the
like to increase safety there. As parents, we offered to also place calls if Deb needed extra
support. I offered to send around an email with the information (which is what prompted
the email today).

5: Anxiety and Bullying – EEP Plan Update – WHITNEY FOLEY
In regards to the anxiety bullet point, it opened the discussion to a number of ideas. Of
primary concern was the need for Zoe or an additional school counselor to be available to
students more than twice a week. Dillworth raised money to pay for a counselor, and there
is interest to see how Bonneville can achieve this, too. It also opened the question as to how
SCC determines how to use the land trust funds. Teachers aren't often involved so we asked
if administering a survey for their feedback would be helpful. The teachers present said it
definitely would be. A survey is in the works.

We will SKIP Decembers School Community Council Meeting.
Next SCC Meeting – Tuesday, January22, 2019 @ 7:00 AM

